ABSTRACT Most robot leg designs are either based on biomimetics of humans' or animals' leg morphologies or on being mechanically optimized for specific task(s). In the first approach, differences between the actuation of the mechanical leg and the original biological structure usually result in inefficiencies and control malfunction, and legs in the second group are often limited to good performance for a single task and would fail when used for others. In this paper, we present a constructive framework for robot leg design, which tries to take advantage of the positive factors of both aforementioned approaches. For this purpose, we first, through selection of a template whose biological relevance for a wide range of tasks has been proven, establish a foundation on which mechanical design can be built. Then, we present a general theorem for designing a mechanism based on a template in order to maximize efficiency. In the final step and once the mechanism is designed, we address the problem of selecting the actuators and formulate it as a constrained optimization problem. In a case study with experimental walking data, we show how the mechanism design theorem and the formulated optimization problem can be used together to improve the walking energy efficiency by more than 50%. The proposed three-step approach is not limited to any template and should provide a more structured procedure for leg design, result in optimal energy economy, and maintain important bioinspired factors vital for control and versatility of legged robots.
I. INTRODUCTION
Leg design is critical to the success of walking and running robots. A well-designed leg will enable the system to locomote with little energy dissipation and to passively accommodate terrain irregularities with minimal requirement from a controller to sense them and devise a response. Conversely, even the best software control cannot extract efficient performance from a leg whose actuators are in opposition to each other. Similarly, control design cannot be of much help when the dynamics of the leg require unreasonably high-bandwidth controllers to stabilize against impacts and other perturbations and uncertainties. In other words, due to high complexity of the problem and limitations of the actuator technology, design of a legged robot should be seen as an interconnected problem between mechanism and control design. Since it is neither logical nor practical to consider all possible paradigms for control of a legged robot a priori, we rely on reduced order models that capture the unique and dominating characteristics of these systems. In addition to this, reduced order models (or templates as introduced in [1] ) are capable of simulating and explaining complex and hyper-redundant phenomena such as biological locomotion in a wide range of tasks. This can potentially lead to leg designs which can accomplish not only routine tasks such as walking and running on flat ground, but also more complicated operations, including walking on soft or uneven ground or more demanding actions, such as jumping.
The reduced order models are typically energyconservative or have minimal energy dissipation (usually impact losses). As a result, they are not suitable for detailed energy optimization studies of robots, where, for example, the actuators contribute to a significant part of the losses. For such analyses, a more complicated model, with more degrees of freedom and characteristics sufficiently close to those of the final leg design is required. But here, the tradeoff between versatility and efficiency arises. A historical example is the so-called straight-line mechanisms which became popular in the early days of legged robots for the purpose of complete decoupling of gravity from the direction of motion [2] , [3] . The small workspace and limited abilities of such mechanisms led to considering articulated mechanisms as a next-step development. However, with the added degrees of freedom at the knee, the problem of actuators working against each other arose, which in turn inspired the design of different decoupling leg mechanisms [4] , [5] including pantographs [6] , [7] . In a way, these early works for designing an efficient leg mechanism through restricting the motion to the horizontal direction, can be viewed as first examples of intuitive template-based leg design, relying on a template which was theorized years later for control purpose in the form of Linear Inverted Pendulum Model (LIPM) [8] .
Works such as [9] investigate the problem of finding engineering strategies for considering factors known to affect power efficiency in the leg design process. Such factors include low-inertia legs (to minimize impact energy loss), energy reharvesting ability, and high torque-density motors (i.e., minimizing actuator weight). Although considering these factors certainly improves the efficiency of legged robots, still several fundamental questions about leg design remain unanswered. What behavior is the leg to be designed for? What is the optimal mechanism for this behavior? How are the actuators to be selected for the optimal performance of this mechanism?
In this paper, we aim at laying out a philosophy for designing robotic legs, through maximizing efficiency and at the same time maintaining the ability of the leg for stable, robust, and dynamic locomotion. For this goal and based on the above questions, we propose to divide the leg design problem into three stages, namely template selection, mechanism synthesis, and actuator design. As can be seen in Fig. 1 , each stage builds upon the previous stage with more details and with digging into lower-level design factors. This also provides a nice scheme in terms of energy usage in the standard terminology of locomotion; from a conservative or nearly conservative level (template) to considering Mechanical Cost of Transport (MCOT) in the mechanism level, and ending at the Total Cost of Transport (TCOT).
Breaking the design problem in multiple stages has also the advantage of avoiding leg designs specifically optimized for a single task or objective, which are prone to fail in the face of deviations from the nominal conditions. For example, leg mechanisms such as Cornell Ranger [10] , or Salto [11] have been highly successful in terms of the objectives they have been designed for (cost of transport and hopping height, respectively), but they are essentially unable to conduct any task or maneuver other than that. We aim to avoid this issue through establishing design on a template that can explain various modes of locomotion in the biological systems, and then design the optimized leg mechanism based on this template. On the other hand and in addition to these advantages, such designs can be utilized for better understanding of biological locomotion, as suggested for instance in [12] or [13] .
In addition to the design framework, another contribution of this paper is providing a mathematical tool for design of 54370 VOLUME 6, 2018 an energy-optimal mechanism based on a template (step 2). This tool serves as a link between template selection and actuator optimization. We develop step 2 and mathematically prove it independently from step 1 and step 3. Thereby, it can be readily used with other templates and different actuator selection approaches.
The sections of the paper are organized according to the three-stage paradigm proposed above. In §II, we talk about reduced-order models, the model we use for walking, and its biological and mechanical implications. Next, in §III, based on the selected template we mathematically show how the efficiency and performance can be optimized by appropriate mechanism design. In the last step and once the leg mechanism is designed, in §IV, we define a strategy for optimal selection of actuators for best efficiency and performance. As a case study, in the next section, we use ATRIAS's walking data in order to examine the proposed methods in the potential improvement of a real robotic leg through corrections in its mechanism design and actuator selection. This completes our proposed framework, which will be summarized and discussed in the Conclusion section.
II. TEMPLATE-BASED LEG DESIGN
As the first step towards the optimal leg design, in this section, we discuss the basics of template-based design and the template upon which we build our proposed mechanism. In this way, we start by taking a look at the concept of natural/passive dynamics and its use in legged robots. Based on this, we continue by showing how the natural dynamics of a spring-mass system can be immensely beneficial for legged locomotion. We conclude the section by providing guidelines about mechanical design of a leg to be closely characterized by the proposed template.
A. ENGINEERING PASSIVE-DYNAMICS
Passive dynamics design means creating a mechanism with unactuated motions and behaviors (physics) that support and enable the desired operational motions of the robot. By using well-placed passive elements and connecting bodies, desired behaviors can occur naturally in the hardware. The system's response in the absence of feedback will resemble the response that would otherwise have been enforced by control, reducing the necessary participation of active control to high-level regulations. In a way, this can be thought of as encoding efficient and fast feedback control into the hardware [1] . Robot designs which rely solely on full actuation and rigid joints may result in passive dynamics which conflict with the desired dynamics. In such systems, discrepancies need to be corrected by the control system, and in many cases the two sets of dynamics cannot be reconciled due to bandwidth, torque, and other limitations. Enforcing dynamics with actuation currently comes at high energetic cost when compared to passive elements, and for these reasons we believe that the future of legged locomotion lies in the use of passive dynamics integrated with active control.
As a leading example from the work that coined ''passive dynamics'', McGeer's passive machines [14] , [15] were able to naturally excite walking patterns without any actuation or active control. Further evolution of this concept led to high-efficiency actuated robots such as Cornell Ranger [10] . As a result of the fact that the main motion of the robot was dictated by the passive dynamics, Ranger was able to walk nonstop for 40.5 miles over flat ground, with a TCOT of 0.28 [10] , which is comparable to that of humans. The particular sets of dynamics based on which these mechanisms were designed led to highly efficient machines, but on the down side, they lacked robustness and offered only marginal stability.
In a contrasting approach for designing legged machines, the robots are essentially fully-actuated mechanical systems. By virtue of this, robots such as Honda's ASIMO [16] , HRP [17] , and HUBO [18] , have been capable of demonstrating impressive locomotion in well-controlled environments. Walking control in these robots is normally done through regulation of the Zero Moment Point (ZMP) [19] of an LIPM at each instant. This leads to walking with flat feet and bent knees, and hence a ''robotic-looking'' gait. Naturally, canceling the dynamical effects for the purpose of achieving LIPM stability results in low energy economy which makes the untethered application of these robots problematic. For instance, TCOT of ASIMO is estimated to be 3.5 which is by comparison 17.5 times more than that of humans [10] . Hydraulically actuated robots have even higher TCOTs than ASIMO, with Boston Dynamics' BigDog at an estimated TCOT of 15 [9] .
Passive dynamics design becomes increasingly important in unstructured environments, where the robot has an incomplete or inaccurate map, making motion planning and stabilization a highly challenging task. Unexpected changes require instantaneous response from the actuators, which is generally not possible due to rigid gearing and actuator inertia. Robots such as HRP-4C [20] and Boston Dynamics machines [21] have tried to push the limits of response and have indeed exhibited successful demonstrations. However, these achievements are essentially results of new high-bandwidth actuation systems [22] and novel fast online optimization and control algorithms [23] that allow better enforcement of dynamics. As mentioned above, these methods are energetically costly, and only asymptotically approach the stabilization capabilities that humans and animals exhibit in dynamic environments despite their latencies and much slower feedback rates [24] .
In an effort to find dynamical behaviors which lead to efficient and robust locomotion, we can look to animals as the current best example. There is certainly a common pattern among legged creatures, with features including articulated limbs, elastic tissues in series with actuators, and dynamic gaits. It is impossible to say whether these commonalities are simply artifacts of an evolutionary process or if there is some underlying reason for specific features. Given the impressive agility of animals in unstructured and changing environments, VOLUME 6, 2018 however, there must be a tie between animal morphology and a set of ''rules'' which ''solve'' the problem of dynamic balance. Behaviors in this set are not obvious, especially considering the massive complexity of the biological tie to the set, but we can find clues by applying engineering reasoning and analysis. This is the reason that we use the concept of ''templates'' [1] to trim away extraneous features and distill the key behavior of the full animal in the absence of any morphology or physiology. The goal is to find features which benefit efficiency and/or stability, and can be implemented with passive elements.
Based on the above discussion, we establish our design on using passive dynamics of a template. The template that we believe is the most prominent for legged locomotion and arguably the future of this field is the spring-mass system, as it will be discussed in the next subsection.
B. SPRING-MASS AS A TEMPLATE FOR LOCOMOTION
Despite the immense diversity in the leg morphologies and the motion of the animals, it has been long known that the Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) is a good template for capturing the essential characteristics of running [25] . More recently, Geyer showed that walking can also be described using the bipedal version of this template [26] . Now, the Spring-Mass Model is considered as an essential template describing all modes of locomotion (running, walking, grounded running, and jumping) [27] .
Spring-mass template consists of a point mass, representing the center of mass of the animal or robot, and a number of massless springs extending toward the ground to represent compliant leg(s) (Fig. 2) . By encapsulating a complex biological system into a simple model, spring-mass systems explain several fundamental phenomena in a way replicable for legged robots. This template and its variations such as spring-mass with torso (Asymmetric SLIP -ASLIP) [28] , spring-mass with actuation (Energy-Stabilized SLIP -ES-SLIP) [29] , and spring-mass with leg mass [30] provide several benefits for efficient, stable, and robust locomotion of the robots. Some of these benefits include: 1) ENERGY RECYCLING: First and foremost, the high efficiency of mechanical springs is a great advantage for the legged robots. Essentially, in all locomotion modes, energy has to be cycled between kinetic and potential forms. Therefore, it is reasonable to keep the circular path (Fig. 3 ) free of inefficiencies as much as possible. Ideally, and since the actuators are typically inefficient in the regeneration of power, 1 it is desirable that all mechanical energy be kept in mechanical form once it is injected into the system. Using highly efficient mechanical springs, the springy legs of the spring-mass template can be realized in robots to enable cycling of energy in all different modes of locomotion. Note that, again, the regeneration efficiency (or lack thereof) is one of the reasons against using a software spring (i.e., mimicking a spring through actuators) and methods such as stiffness control [31] and impedance control [32] . 
2) POWER AMPLIFICATION:
The passive series spring can act as a power amplifier, allowing low-power actuators to increase the energy stored in the springs over time and release it in a very short interval through a high-power burst. Conversely, high-power impulses applied to the leg (impacts, etc.) can be attenuated and absorbed gradually, which can prevent damage to actuators and other components. Again, this idea is biologically-inspired, as through use of elastic elements (tendons, etc.), the peak powers produced in various activities of animals are higher than the ability of their pertaining muscles [33] . In robotic locomotion this idea becomes important in order for allowing the use of smaller, cheaper actuators, which is beneficial in reducing the cost and the weight (which in turn affects the performance) of robots [34] , [35] . 3) IMPULSE ATTENUATION: Walking and running are, by their nature, hybrid dynamical phenomena; i.e., each of them has two separate operation phases with different sets of dynamics. The impact at leg touchdown and the corresponding jump in the velocities make the hybrid system a ''system with impulse effect'', which is typically problematic to control [36] . Hybrid Zero Dynamics (HZD) introduced by Grizzle et al. [37] is an endeavor to solve the problem of state jumps through matching the zero dynamics manifolds of the two phases. However, with springy legs and small unsprung mass, the velocity jumps can be essentially eliminated, allowing smooth switching between the two phases and thus making the system simpler to control. In addition to this, it is well-known that reducing inelastic impacts of large unsprung inertias reduces loss of (kinetic) energy at each touchdown. In the template level, this property can be observed in the comparison between McGeer's passive walker, which needs a downward slope to compensate the energy loss of the impact, versus the spring-mass system, which is completely energy-conservative. Energetically, the existence of the spring becomes even more prominent in the full-order robot (compared to the template), wherein the large reflected inertias of the actuators add even more to the kinetic energy lost at each impact and cause large force spikes that can damage the sensitive components of the system. 4) INHERENT STABILITY: An interesting characteristic of the spring-mass template is its stability in different modes of operation. Seyfarth et al. [38] and Geyer et al. [39] investigated and showed the stability of spring-mass running by choosing an appropriate leg angle at touchdown. Later, they found that a simple swing leg retraction helps the spring-mass system overcome larger disturbances [40] . 2 Likewise, Ernst et al. [42] suggested a feedforward control on touchdown angle scheme to maintain the running speed on uneven ground. From a different point of view, Schmitt [43] , based on [44] obtained a simple feedback law for stabilization via leg angle correction. Later, Schmitt and Clark [45] proposed a robust clock-based leg length feedforward control scheme for stability on uneven ground. More recently Vejdani et al. [46] found asymptotically stable control schemes for stable walking and for moving between different fixed points/gaits in the state space. Qualitatively, series compliance allows changes in the expected terrain to be handled by spreading the distur- 2 As an example of implementation of ideas from template level to the robots, this idea helped better control of ATRIAS, as reported in [41] .
bance out across a number of steps and giving the controller time to adjust, as it is observed in animals [47] . The existence of these controllers and stability schemes in the template level can be remarkably helpful in the control design for the robot. Again, this approach, as mentioned before, is in total agreement with the biological observations and studies on locomotion. 5) GROUND IMPEDANCE CHANGE: Spring-inseries actuation allows force control [34] , which with a very simple mechanism can yield the same results as variable compliance systems [48] . This allows the spring-mass robots to be able to walk and run in gravel, mud, and other variations in ground composition using the same control scheme, simply by regulating the Ground Reaction Force (GRF) profile. The force control scheme can also justify the biological observations indicating the change in the leg stiffness in order to maintain the total leg+surface stiffness constant [49] - [51] . Based on the benefits discussed in the above, we establish the spring-mass template as the foundation of our design. In the next subsection, the essential considerations for robot design in order to preserve the main characteristics of spring-mass template in the real system will be discussed.
C. DESIGNING ROBOT LEGS BASED ON SPRING-MASS PHYSICS
The interesting traits of the spring-mass model (as listed in the previous subsection) motivated the design of several robots with various levels of complexity over the years. In several monopods with literal translations of the spring-mass model's ''pogo-stick'' morphology [52] - [57] , the prismatic actuators set the neutral length for the axial leg spring, and a rotary hip actuator sets the leg angle. The original Raibert monopod hopper [58] was able to demonstrate spectacular dynamical maneuvers using a compressed-air spring and fixed-impulse input combined with simple leg-angle control. The ability for this robot and the related Raibert active-balance robots is impressive on its own, but the simplicity of the control scheme makes them a standing example of elegant design even today. A number of articulated leg designs have also implemented spring-mass physics with varying degrees of fidelity. Papantoniou attempted to remedy the lack of efficiency in the air-spring actuators of Raibert [59] . He argued that pneumatics and hydraulics are excellent prototyping tools, but have much reduced efficiencies compared to electric motors. To this end, they created an articulated leg design which approximated a straight line linkage, with mechanical springs in series with an electric motor. By including a self-locking transmission, the leg spring would perform nearly all of the necessary gait energy cycling. Other examples of articulated spring-mass-based leg design can be found in [60] - [68] . VOLUME 6, 2018 In a similar attempt as [59] , the compliant biped MABEL [69] , [70] decoupled leg-length and leg-angle actuation through cable differential systems. The essential flaws of this robot were its large unsprung mass in the leg which resulted in large impacts (hence the name Thumper for its monopod version) and the substantial complexity of its differential system. These lessons applied to the design of ATRIAS [71] , wherein the leg mechanism was simplified to very light carbon-fiber four-bar linkages. However, as it will be discussed in the next section, this simplification was not without associated costs.
With the experience taken from the previous endeavors, we define four main features for design based on the spring-mass template:
1) ARTICULATED LEG: Although telescoping legs seem to be the most immediate descendants of the spring-mass template, several advantages motivate choosing an articulated leg. Linear guides robust against impacts are typically heavy and inefficient. Moreover, having a knee helps the leg be suited for other purposes beside walking and running, for example sitting on a chair or clearing obstacles during walking.
2) SPRING IN LEG LENGTH DIRECTION:
To match the dynamics of a spring-mass system, a spring between the toe and the hip is necessary. The spring can be a virtual spring, i.e., a spring in another place which has the same dynamical effect, or combination of two or more springs (such as in ATRIAS [71] ). 3) MINIMIZED UNSPRUNG MASS: As discussed before, a major part of the spring-mass characteristics comes from the fact that the legs in this template are massless. Therefore, in order to be able to take advantage of these characteristics in the full-order robot, it is desirable to reduce the unsprung mass of the robots' legs as much as possible. For this purpose, it is useful to place the actuators in the proximity of the hip and above the springs to minimize the effect of their large mass and reflected inertia on the dynamics of the system. This has several advantages including providing the ability to reach high accelerations in swing phase, as well as having less effect on the dynamics of the torso, which facilitates template-based control design. 4) ELECTRIC ACTUATORS: Although the swift response of hydraulic actuators is highly advantageous for control purposes (part of success of Boston Dynamics' robots definitely owes to this), their very low efficiency makes their use for untethered walking less appealing. Therefore and in order to compensate for their lower bandwidth, we suggest the use of high torque-density motors (as in [9] ) together with careful selection of the motor-transmission characteristics for the specific application (as it will be discussed in §IV).
Having established these strategies, in the next sections, we build a mathematical framework for optimal design of robot legs based on the spring-mass template.
III. MECHANISM DESIGN AND ACTUATOR PLACEMENT BASED ON A TEMPLATE
Once the template is selected, the next step is designing a mechanism that embodies the essence of the template's dynamics and adds DoF and actuators to it, as required. Naturally, for each template there exist an infinite number of mechanisms with the same number of added DoF and actuators. Dynamically, all tasks can be mapped to the actuators using the mechanism's Jacobian matrix, regardless of its form (so long as it is not singular). However, as we show in this section, the Jacobian is important for other objectives, and primarily efficiency. In what follows, through deriving conditions on the Jacobian matrix, we introduce some criteria to limit our choices of mechanisms embodying the template.
As the first criterion, we obtain conditions for the placement of the actuators in order to maximize efficiency. We do this through elimination of actuators working against each other, or formally, minimization of ''geometric work'', which as we will show, is related to minimizing MCOT. Once the geometric work condition is satisfied, another condition is required to fully define the final mechanism. We show how maximizing manipulability can serve as such a tool and what the associated benefits are.
A. GEOMETRIC WORK
One can define geometric work as the power lost due to an internal power loop among two or more actuators. In other words, for the existence of geometric work we must have: 1) more than one actuator; and 2) at least one actuator doing positive work and at least one doing negative work. This phenomena is schematically illustrated in Fig. 4 .
The unnecessary cost of negative powers has been known almost since the advent of legged robots and leg designers have tried to eliminate or minimize some variation of it. One way was restricting the actuation to horizontal direction, as Waldron and Kinzel proposed [72] . Using the same concept, Hirose [73] developed his well-known ''gravitationally decoupled actuator'' (GDA) based on a Cartesian-coordinated pantograph. Designs such as ''Adaptive Suspension Vehicle'' presented by Pugh et al. [6] and ODEX by Russel [74] are other examples of leg mechanisms stemming from the same concept.
This idea was later extended to the concept of geometric work. Grieco et al. [75] used a pantograph leg mechanism to avoid geometric work, while Kar et al. [76] and Chou and Song [77] tried to minimize this parameter by finding an optimum force trajectory and path planning. Alexander [78] describes how geometric work affects linear-leg models and shows that it can be created or avoided with different combinations of leg designs and walking schemes.
The original definition of geometric work considers all negative works as loss. But upon further investigation, this proves to be an incomplete definition. This is especially apparent when being back-driven is part of the characteristics of the task; i.e., when the total output power itself is negative, FIGURE 4. Schematic of geometric work when one motor is doing positive work (driving) and the other is doing negative work (braking). Some of the braking power is regenerated and goes back to the driving motor, but most of it is lost.
for instance in the case of walking downhill. To solve this problem, Song and Lee [79] proposed a new definition for geometric work and defined it as the sum of absolute values of the input energy minus absolute value of the output energy:
where E i is the mechanical work of the ith actuator, and E m is the total output mechanical energy. With this definition, one can check that W g ≥ 0; i.e., the minimum value of the geometric work is zero. In a similar definition, in [80] the sum of the squares of the joint powers were used as a measure of geometric work.
The common basis for all these definitions is penalizing the negative E i s, pertaining to the actuators doing negative work. In the case of legged robots, this concept is closely related to MCOT, for computation of which negative powers are set to zero [10] . Motivated by this, we redefine the geometric work as the sum of all positive works minus the output work: 3
3 Note that although TCOT is a more popular measure for the efficiency of locomotion, it depends on parameters such as gear ratio and motor characteristics (i.e. parameters pertaining to things other than the mechanism morphology). Therefore, for the study and design of the mechanism -which is the subject of the present section-, MCOT is preferred and thus the above definition for geometric work is adopted as a useful tool and a starting point for this analysis. In the next section, the formulation will be extended to consider TCOT.
Using this definition, and having (see [10] ):
where m, g, and x are the robot mass, gravitational acceleration, and the forward distance traveled, respectively, then for a given task (i.e., given E m ), minimization of geometric work becomes mathematically equivalent to minimization of MCOT. Moreover, this definition imposes a more realistic penalty compared to the original Song and Lee definition in (1), which essentially assumes a negative regeneration efficiency, and as a result, leads to an unnecessarily stronger penalty on negative powers. In the general case and for arbitrary force and velocity profiles in the task space, it is not possible to design a mechanism that always avoids geometric work. However, note that we have founded our design on a template-based approach. This means that despite the leg being capable of more general maneuvers, most of the time it is following the dynamics of the reduced-order model. Therefore, we limit our approach to maximizing efficiency when the leg is following this mode of behavior. In what follows, we present and prove a methodology for the general case of template-based mechanism design and then show its implication for our specific design problem (i.e., the spring-mass template).
B. TEMPLATE-BASED DESIGN APPROACH FOR ELIMINATION OF GEOMETRIC WORK: GENERAL CASE
Consider the spring-mass template as shown in Fig. 2 . The goal is to start from this template and obtain a mechanism with more capabilities (actuators and/or more DoF), which in ideal conditions can embody the same dynamics as those of the template. ATRIAS's leg mechanism (Fig. 5) is a good example of this process, in which two actuators and one DoF (in leg length direction) are added to the system. In this section, we present a methodology for the placement of the actuators in order to avoid geometric work and thereby maximize the efficiency. Consider a general energy-conservative template with n t degrees of freedom. We assume that the template can have energy-storing elements (i.e., springs), but no actuators. The template-based mechanism design problem consists of adding additional degrees of freedom to the template, as well as adding actuators and finding their best placement. We define four steps to start from a template and design a mechanism based on that:
1) Decide how many degrees of freedom are to be added (m), and the kinematic constraints to be removed in order to add those degrees of freedom. 2) Decide how many actuators are to be added (p).
Naturally, the number of the actuators should be at least equal to the number of the released constraints in the previous step (p ≥ m); otherwise, the extra degrees of freedom of the mechanism cannot be controlled to match the template's dynamics. 3) Choose the manifold that the actuators span (hereafter actuated space/manifold). Analogous with the previous step, the span of the released constraints should be a submanifold of the actuated manifold. 4) Choose the placement of the actuators. Out of these steps, steps 1 to 3 are decisions made considering higher level aspects such as the nature of the mechanism, the tasks it is designed for, and the disturbances and the uncertainties that deviate the mechanism's performance from the ideal behavior. 4 Step 4 is the problem which is addressed in this subsection.
As stated before, the goals we consider for actuator placement are:
1) Provide the ability of matching to the template's dynamics when the actuators work ideally as the pertaining (released) constraints or degrees of freedom of the template. Naturally, in addition to matching the template, the actuators add other capacities to the system as well. 2) Avoid geometric work among the actuators. The following theorem, which is the main result of this section, provides the conditions for these objectives. Proof: Let n = p − m. It is assumed that the m-dimensional manifold of the released constraints is a submanifold of the actuated manifold (otherwise the mechanism cannot match the dynamics of the template). As a result, n (with 0 ≤ n ≤ n t ) can be considered as the dimension of a vector space spanned by a set of vectors in the space of degrees of freedom of the template, whose union with the span of the released degrees of freedom forms the actuated space. Based on this, we can write:
where θ ∈ R p and q ∈ R p are the coordinates of joint space and actuated space, respectively, and A is the corresponding Jacobian. Note that actuated space and joint space have the same dimension and thus A is a square matrix. Now, let us partition q as:
where q r ∈ R m and q b ∈ R n respectively refer to the released constraints and degrees of freedom coming from the template (to form the actuated space). Then, the Jacobian can be correspondingly decomposed as:
withθ 1 ∈ R m ,θ 2 ∈ R n , and A i s appropriately sized. Since A p×p is to be designed to be full-rank, there will be a full-rank n × n submatrix in it. Without loss of generality, we partition the actuator displacements such that A 4 is this submatrix. Similarly, for mapping the generalized forces Q to the actuator torques/forces (τ ), one can write:
54376 VOLUME 6, 2018 where τ 1 ∈ R m and τ 2 ∈ R n . Note that B = A −T , or B T A = I p , where I is the identity matrix. This is equivalent to a condition on A and B that 5
To show the sufficiency of the theorem, we need to show that if A 2 = 0 (i.e., when the displacement of m actuators represented by θ 1 depends only on q b , degrees of freedom of the template), then there will be no geometric work in the system. Note that since the system is energy conservative, the sum of the actuator powers is zero, for which the elimination of geometric work is equivalent to having all actuator powers to be zero. Now, if A 2 = 0, the actuator velocities in the first group depend only on the released velocities:
In order to match the dynamics of the template, equivalent velocities should be matched. Therefore, the displacement of the released constraints (which are fixed in the original template) should be set to zero, and thus their velocities will also be zero,q r = 0. This condition results inθ 1 = 0, which in turn means that powers of all the actuators in the first group are zero.
For the actuators in the second group we check the condition of matching the mechanism's generalized forces to those of the template. Since the template does not have any actuator, there is no force applied to its degrees of freedom, i.e., Q b = 0, and thus:
Now, from the identity structure in (9) and the condition that A 2 = 0, the second term in the upper-right element of the matrix in (9) must also be zero:
Because we assumed A 4 is full-rank, this condition requires that B 3 ≡ 0. Inserting this result into (11) then results in τ 2 = 0. This shows that the powers of the second set of actuators are also zero, which completes the sufficiency proof.
To prove the necessity of keeping m actuators out of the span of original degrees of freedom, we start by multiplying the transpose of (11) into the lower half of (7) and incorporating the condition thatq r = 0, which gives an expression for power in the template degrees of freedom:
Because the total power is zero (the template is conservative), according to (2) , in order to eliminate the geometric work, all powers have to be zero. Therefore, τ T 2θ 2 = 0. Now, noting that there is no restriction on Q r andq b , (13) requires that
5 The same result can be obtained using Banachiewicz's inversion formula, but what we present here is a more concise path to the result. which, again, results in B 3 = 0. Substituting this result into (9) we get:
which, because rank of the right hand side is m, implies that rank(A 1 ) = rank(B 1 ) = m. Again from (9):
which, because B 1 has been shown to be full-rank, requires that A 2 ≡ 0. This concludes the proof. Remark: Theorem 1 considers under-and fully-actuated cases. Note that the elimination of geometric work becomes simpler with an overactuated mechanism, as the redundancy can be leveraged to obtain more than a unique solution. For example, extra actuators can be simply set to have zero velocity (in case of serial redundancy) or zero torque (in case of parallel redundancy) when matching the template, which leads to vanishing their powers. In [81] , overactuation was used in an optimization framework in order to minimize the geometric work. Nevertheless, overactuation is usually accompanied with increase in weight, cost, and often TCOT (because of added losses) and normally is not recommended for legged robots.
Theorem 1 essentially divides the actuators into two sets; one set applying force with no displacement when matching the template, and the other set with displacement but no force. In addition to avoiding geometric work, this method has the advantage of decoupling the tasks and providing the option of using different types of actuators for different tasks. This can improve both the TCOT and the control performance through more specific selection of the actuators.
C. MECHANISM DESIGN BASED ON THE SPRING-MASS TEMPLATE
Having the results of Theorem 1 for the general case, in this section we address the design of a mechanism based on the chosen template for leg design, i.e., the spring-mass system.
1) ELIMINATION OF GEOMETRIC WORK IN THE CASE OF THE SPRING-MASS TEMPLATE
Based on the methodology proposed in the previous subsection, the first three steps for design of a mechanism based on the spring-mass template are as follows: 1) Other than the spring, the template has one degree of freedom (leg angle, ϕ). 6 Another degree of freedom is to be added in leg length direction, which will control the neutral length of the spring in stance phase, as well as extending/flexing the leg during swing phase. Fig. 6 (a) depicts this added degree of freedom. Therefore, the number of released constraints, m, is 1. 2) Two actuators are to be added (p = 2) in order for the leg to be multi-purpose and to be able to sweep the whole plane through swinging and extending/flexing. Thus n = p − m = 1.
3) The actuated space is two-dimensional: the span of leg length and leg angle degrees of freedom. For the fourth step, the results of Theorem 1 states that in order to eliminate geometric work, we needθ 1 = A 1qr . In this case, since the only released constraint, q r , is in leg length direction, one of the actuators is required to work strictly in this direction. There is no condition on the other actuator other than satisfying non-singularity of the Jacobian. Thus for deciding on the placement of the second actuator we need another metric.
Note: In this particular case (spring-mass template), we have:
where ϕ and l m are as in Fig. 6(b) . Then if Q l and Q θ respectively represent the generalized forces in leg length and leg angle directions: 
From (17) and (19) one can compute the actuator powers:
Noting that the ideal operation of the mechanism is to match the characteristics of spring-mass model, we have:l m = 0 and Q θ = 0. Then the powers, p 1 and p 2 will be: (21) Therefore, p 1 = −p 2 , which is expected as the system is conservative. In order to avoid geometric work, we have to have p 1 = p 2 = 0. This can be satisfied by a 12 = 0 or a 22 = 0. Either of these choices leads to one actuator working strictly in leg length direction, which is in agreement with Theorem 1.
2) EXAMPLES
Based on the result of Theorem 1, let us investigate the geometric work associated with some of the mechanisms designed based on spring-mass template. The first example is a pogo stick ( Fig. 7(a) , which is the most intuitive realization of the spring-mass template. In this mechanism, a linear actuator works in leg length direction and a rotary actuator in leg angle direction. This means that in the format of (7) and (17), the Jacobian matrix has the form:
which satisfies the condition of Theorem 1 (A 2 = 0). Therefore, there is no geometric work for this mechanism. Another interesting example is the popular mechanism of an articulated leg with two actuators, one at each joint ( Fig. 7(b) ). In this mechanism, leg length can be related to the knee angle, q l , using:
where l s is the length of thigh and shank, which, for the sake of simplicity, are assumed to be equal here. The mapping of velocities for this mechanism can be obtained as:
the form of which again indicates that the geometric work is avoided, as the first actuator (knee actuator) strictly works in the leg length direction. The ATRIAS leg mechanism (Fig. 5) is an interesting case of a mechanism with nonzero geometric work. Intuitively, one can observe that during stance phase, one actuator applies positive work while the other actuator performs negative work (Fig. 8) . Analytically, with l s and q l as before, the Jacobian matrix for this case can be obtained as:
in which, both actuators work in combinations of leg length and leg angle directions. As a result, the geometric work is nonzero.
FIGURE 8. Geometric work in ATRIAS.
Depending on the direction of motion, one of the motors (here: motor 2) has to apply negative power, i.e., torque and speed in opposite directions.
3) PLACEMENT OF THE SECOND ACTUATOR
As stated before, Theorem 1 does not provide a condition for the placement of the second set of the actuators (the ones not strictly working in the manifold of the released constraints). An interesting example is the articulated leg with an actuator at each joint (Fig. 7(b) ), as investigated previously. As can be seen from (24) , in this mechanism, any placement for the second actuator (corresponding to the second row of the Jacobian) results in elimination of geometric work.
In order to use this redundancy as an extra design parameter to improve a different objective, we turn our attention to the concept of manipulability. We use manipulability as a tool for ensuring the maximization of the actuators' capability to complement the natural dynamics of the template in unexpected maneuvers. Yoshikawa [82] suggested the product of the singular values of the Jacobian as a measure for manipulability. This definition, although useful, is an absolute quantity and does not consider scaling factors among different mechanisms and also among different degrees of freedom of a specific mechanism. To solve this problem, Togai [83] proposed to use the condition number (maximum singular value divided by minimum singular value) of the Jacobian matrix as another measure of distance from singularity (degeneracy of the Jacobian). Note that condition number is a relative quantity and it is not affected by scalings. Furthermore, Togai showed the interesting equivalence of condition number of the Jacobian to sensitivity, and as a result, error propagation from joint space to task space [83] . Inspired by these reasons, minimization of condition number for q l and ϕ is chosen as an additional factor for fully defining the placement of the second actuator.
For a 2 × 2 matrix, A, the condition number γ can be calculated as:
where δ 1 = tr(A T A) and δ 2 = |A T A|. Note that minimum condition number in (26) is γ = 1, which takes place when δ 2 1 = 4δ 2 . Now, assuming a 12 = 0 (according to the geometric work analysis), and substituting in (26), we obtain: (27) whose sole solution is a 21 = 0 and a 11 = ±a 22 . In other words, a diagonal Jacobian (decoupled actuation; one actuator working in leg length direction and the second one in leg angle direction) results in elimination of geometric work for the spring-mass template, as well as minimization of the condition number. From (22) , the pogo stick is such a mechanism. However, as mentioned in §II-C, it is not the best practical choice. A possible articulated realization of this Jacobian form is depicted in Fig. 9 . The actuators drive the pulleys, with the large pulley moving in leg angle direction, and the small one at the knee (fixed to the shank) moving in the leg length direction. The pulley ratio is 2:1 and the lengths of thigh and shank are equal. For this mechanism:
VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 9. An articulated leg mechanism decoupling leg length and leg angle directions. For the sake of clarity, the actuators have not been shown. The leg angle actuator works between mass (torso) and the larger pulley at the hip. The leg length actuator works between the thigh and the smaller pulley (fixed to the shank). The pulley ratio is 2:1.
Note that actuator 1 of this mechanism is the same as in the mechanism of Fig. 7(b) , but here, actuator 2 drives the larger pulley instead of the thigh.
IV. ACTUATOR SELECTION
The method proposed in §III essentially relies on avoiding geometric work in the actuators for producing the required ground reaction forces. Note that when the leg is not in contact with the ground, the ground reaction force is zero. As a result, the swing phase does not affect the presented analysis. However, it is well-known that once inertias are considered, the energy losses due to accelerations and decelerations in the swing phase are not negligible. In early leg design works such as [84] , it was tried to avoid these losses using mechanisms that keep the actuator speeds constant for a given swing profile. This method, although potentially effective in decreasing the losses, because of limiting the system to follow a specific trajectory is not suitable for a multi-purpose legged robot. As a result, these losses are usually minimized through appropriate selection of the actuators and transmissions. This is in complete accordance with the framework we proposed for leg design procedure (Fig. 1) . Our analysis in the previous section provided a basis for design of morphology of the leg mechanism and actuator placement. The final step in leg design is the selection of the motor and the associated transmission.
The classical approach for motor and transmission selection has been picking the smallest motor that can provide the necessary joint power (dictated by the expected load) and choosing the transmission ratio based on matching the reflected inertia of the motor to that of the load as in [85] . It can be shown that this transmission ratio maximizes the energy efficiency under certain assumptions [86] . Works by Chen and Tsai [87] , [88] introduce another factor in actuator selection, which is specifically important for robotic systems, namely agility (''acceleration capacity'' in their terms).
Although several developments of these pioneering works had been proposed [89] - [92] , specific methods for legged robot applications started to appear in the literature only recently [86] , [93] . In what follows, we briefly discuss how the approach proposed in [86] can fit within our philosophy of leg design and development. The interested reader can find further details in [86] .
As discussed in §I, while MCOT is a measure of the mechanical energy used in locomotion and is attributed to the mechanism design (a la §III), TCOT is a measure of the total power drawn from the energy source including winding losses of the electric motors. As such, an optimized selection of the actuators can substantially decrease the energy drawn from the power source and thereby increase the untethered walking time. The importance of total power for actuator selection is in accordance with the majority of research works on the topic of actuator selection, which have considered power minimization as their sole objective. However, following Chen and Tsai [87] , [88] , the agility factor can be just as crucial for a highly dynamic system such as a legged robot. Inspired by this, we propose to formulate the problem as a multi-objective optimization scheme.
Unlike total power, which has a fairly clear definition, it is not straightforward to mathematically define agility. The agility measure of Chen and Tsai [87] , [88] , the acceleration ability, considers merely actuator torque and inertia as the determining factors. As proposed in [86] , bandwidth, as a parameter which encapsulates more attributes of the dynamics of the system, can be a better metric for agility. Also, note that the rise time of mechanical systems (as an essential measure of the response speed) typically has a direct relationship with the inverse of bandwidth frequency.
With these premises, the multi-objective optimization scheme can be formulated as:
where E is the total consumed energy from the power source (containing all electrical and mechanical losses), ω b is the bandwidth, n is the transmission ratio, and j is the index in a given set of motors. Similar to (4), E is related to TCOT with TCOT = E/(mgx). For a DC motor, the primary constraint associated with the optimization problem of equation (29) is the linear characteristic of this type of electric motors (Fig. 10 ). This limit is usually neglected and instead is replaced by maximum power ability of the motor [86] . However, for a low-voltage power source (as it is inevitable for untethered legged robots), this constraint is dominant. Therefore, we define the first constraint as follows:
C1: For a given task, the motor operation point should not exceed the linear limit of its torque-speed diagram. This constraint arises from the following set of inequalities: where τ is motor torque,θ m is motor speed, k m is motor constant, k t is torque constant, and V is the input voltage. Note that for a given motor, k m is constant and thus from (30) , maximum torque (at zero speed) and maximum speed (at zero torque) drop with decrease of voltage and/or increase of torque constant. Also, note that satisfying the maximum power condition, which is usually considered as the primary condition for motor selection, is a special case (a single point in the set) of C1.
The second condition that needs to be satisfied is the maximum torque condition (regardless of speed). The maximum torque should never reach the demagnetization torque, τ demag , which damages the motor. Also, if there is a restriction on the electrical current supplied by the motor driver, i max , it should be considered as well. Hence: C2: τ < min {k t i max , τ demag } The next constraint is the continuous operation of the motor, which is constrained by its thermal characteristics. Because the dissipated heat in the motor windings is proportionally related to the integral of τ 2 [86] , the RMS (Root Mean Square) torque (or current) becomes the determining factor here. That is:
C3: τ rms ≤ τ c where τ c is the maximum continuous torque of the motor.
An additional option which has recently become available by the motor manufacturing companies is customized windings. The change in the motor winding does not affect motor constant k m and since the winding loss E w is obtained from:
the thermal dissipation characteristics do not change. However, using a different winding can be leveraged to modify torque constant k t , and as a result, the range of operation of the motor (quantified in constraints C1-C3). Considering this, the optimization problem of (29) can be reformulated in the more general form of:
which summarizes our approach to actuator selection.
V. CASE STUDY
In this section, we present a quantitative investigation of the proposed approach for leg mechanism design and actuator selection. For this purpose, we use experimental data from a walking test of ATRIAS and show how MCOT and TCOT can be reduced through appropriate changes in the mechanism and the actuators. As presented in [94] , a templatebased controller has been designed for walking and running of ATRIAS, which provides the ability of tracking any commanded speed with good precision. Using the joint trajectory data from an experiment (instead of a gait obtained from a simulation) has the advantage of realistic consideration of all factors and not relying on ideal-case gaits that can be inherently unstable and/or infeasible. We pick motors with weights approximately equal to the original ATRIAS's sagittal plane motors, in order not to change the inertial properties of the mechanism. For the present case study, we have picked the joint velocity and torque data from an interval of 30 seconds of an experiment for the steady state walking of ATRIAS with the commanded velocity of 1.35 m/s. The torques and speeds of the motors were calculated using these data and parameters such as gear ratio, motor inertia, and efficiencies. 7 The test set-up and the velocity tracking performance are depicted in Fig. 11 , and the joint torques and velocities for one of the strides are shown in Fig. 12 .
A. OPTIMIZATION OF THE LEG MECHANISM
Using the formulation presented in §III, in this subsection we show that by preserving all the parameters and merely changing the actuator placement (i.e., the Jacobian of the mechanism), stance MCOT 8 can be significantly reduced. We compute the geometric work for three different mechanisms: 1) ATRIAS mechanism; 2) Mechanism 1: actuators at knee and leg angle direction, as in Fig. 9 ; 3) Mechanism 2: the articulated mechanism of actuators at knee and hip joints, as in Fig. 7(b) . Note that according to our analysis in §III, both second case and third case eliminate geometric work in an ideal system 7 Since the motors are of the same size and the changes in gear ratios are limited, in the present study we assume that the efficiencies remain constant for all cases. In a more accurate approach, one can, for example, penalize mechanical efficiency for the higher gear ratios. 8 Since geometric work is only considered for the stance phase (external forces are zero during swing phase), only the stance phase part of the gait is used for this analysis. Swing phase will be included in the next subsection for computation of the TCOT. (a) ATRIAS test set-up on a treadmill. The gantry is merely for safety reasons and does not interfere in the normal operation of the robot (as can be seen, the safety cable is slack). The speed of the robot is controlled remotely such that the robot maintains an approximately fixed position on the treadmill. (b) Experimental data for ATRIAS's velocity tracking test. The controller is able to maintain the steady-state for a long duration, enough for cost of transport studies. The measured velocity is computed from joint velocities of the stance leg and kinematics of the system. The small discrepancy between the treadmill and the average measured speeds can be attributed to errors such as slipping of the stance foot.
(ideal actuators, no leg mass, etc.), but an analysis with torques obtained from a set of experimental data can point to the differences of these mechanisms in real conditions.
Computation of geometric work is performed as proposed in (2) . With the position and torque data from the aforementioned experiment, the stance MCOT for ATRIAS is obtained as 0.553, while for Mechanism 1 and Mechanism 2 the stance MCOT is computed as 0.303 and 0.327, respectively. It is interesting to note the relatively significant improvement of stance MCOT (45% and 41%, respectively) FIGURE 12. Joint torques, velocities, and powers of one leg during a representative stride in the experiment. The torques were obtained using the precise measurement of the springs' deflections. Due to low mass of the leg compared to the motors' reflected inertias, the joint torques (and not the motor torques) are small during swing phase and thus were neglected. Note the negative power of the second joint (p 2 is negative) due to geometric work.
in Mechanism 1 and Mechanism 2 compared to the original ATRIAS mechanism. On the other hand, while these two improved mechanisms exhibit relatively close performances (which is expected by our geometric work analysis, as mentioned before), still Mechanism 1 shows a slightly better result. In other words, although this mechanism was preferred and proposed on the ground of better manipulability, it seems that the decoupled nature of the mechanism helps reduce the geometric work in non-ideal cases as well. A subset of the authors observed similar mechanism-based differences in geometric work for non-ideal gaits in [80] .
B. OPTIMIZATION OF THE ACTUATORS FOR MINIMUM TCOT
In the next analysis, we adopt the optimization problem formulated in §IV to optimize the TCOT for the three aforementioned mechanisms with three different motors. The first motor is ATRIAS's base motor, Allied Motion MF0150010, and the two other motors are RoboDrive ILM 115 × 25 and T-Motor U13, respectively. As mentioned before, these motors were chosen because their weights were approximately equal to ATRIAS's base motor, and as a result, the dynamics of the robot would not be affected. See Table 1 for a list of the parameters of these motors used for the computation of TCOT and its optimization.
The optimization problem was formulated similar to (32) and solved using MATLAB's fmincon function. Note that as the purpose of this case study is maximizing the efficiency of the robot, energy (or equivalently, TCOT) is considered as the sole objective. See [86] for an example of simultaneous optimization of bandwidth and energy. Fig. 13 depicts the optimized TCOTs for the nine considered cases (three motors and three mechanisms). The corresponding optimal values of gear ratios and torque constants for each permutation of mechanism-motor are reported in Table 2 . The TCOT of the base system (ATRIAS with its current mechanism, gear ratio, and motor winding) was computed as 1.24. It is slightly less than the measured value of 1.35 (obtained from measuring voltage and current of the battery set during the walking experiment), but is still a close approximation and indicates the acceptable accuracy of the model. Some observations from the optimization results: 1) ILM 115x25 with Mechanism 1 represents the most efficient case with TCOT = 0.61. This is equivalent to more than 50% improvement compared to the base case. 2) The difference between TCOTs of Mechanism 1 and Mechanism 2 for all three motors (16.3%, 14.8%, and 14.5%, respectively) is higher than the difference between MCOTs of the same mechanism obtained in the previous subsection (7.9%). The role of the decoupled nature of Mechanism 1 in reducing MCOT was mentioned in the previous subsection. It seems this characteristic is even more effective in reducing TCOT. Optimized gear ratios and torque constant ({n * , k * t }) for permutations of mechanisms and motors. Each cell corresponds to the two leg actuators for one permutation. The order of the actuators in each cell is the same as in (25), (28) , and (24) .
still the geometric work caused by the mechanism design leads to a significant increase in TCOT. For comparison, Mechanism 1 with the same motors can improve the TCOT by 26%. 4) The optimized torque constants are fairly low. This is because of the fact that for a constant voltage, decreasing k t increases the range of both speed and torque (constraint C1, (30) ). Therefore, the optimization tends to reduce this parameter, so long as constraint C2 is not violated. The maximum current i max for ATRIAS's motor drivers (Elmo Gold Drum) is 200 A.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we addressed the problem of building up a framework for design of robotic legs and provided a procedure for this purpose based on the proposed framework. The idea serving as the starting point for this investigation was to look at legged locomotion as a phenomenon that can be described by a reduced-order model. Based on this perspective, we divided the design problem into three levels, each level adding more complexity and more details to the leg design. Among other advantages, this approach enabled us to utilize and incorporate bioinspired concepts into the design problem. Specifically, in the first/highest level, we discussed how using compliant elements is essential for achieving the extreme maneuvers that animals demonstrate as well as the remarkable efficiency that they exhibit. Based on this and other interesting traits of the spring-mass model, we used this template as a basis for leg design. An important contribution of this work was proposing a method for the intermediate step between template selection and actuator design. For this purpose, we proved a general theorem for designing mechanisms embodying an energy-conservative template without causing geometric work. The generality of the theorem makes it independent from the first and third steps and suitable for using with different templates and actuator selection methods. Furthermore, the theorem is not limited to legged robots and can be used for design of any mechanism stemming from an energy-conservative template with the purpose of having zero geometric work. We used this theorem together with maximum manipulability condition to determine the Jacobian for the optimal leg mechanism designed based on the spring-mass model.
At the lowest level of our leg design framework, we addressed the problem of actuator selection. We formulated the actuator selection as an optimization problem with all of the constraints relevant to the present application included. For instance, we considered and formulated the limited voltage supply (inherent to untethered legged robots), which was almost invariably neglected in the actuator selection literature due to the assumption of availability of a high-voltage source for a general electromechanical system.
As a case study and using a set of experimental data from ATRIAS, we performed an analysis to investigate how the proposed methods would improve the walking efficiency of the robot. First, we showed that designing a leg mechanism based on Theorem 1 would lead to a 45% decrease in MCOT compared to the base system. Next, we compared permutations of three leg mechanisms with three sets of optimized actuators in terms of TCOT. Again, the proposed mechanism (Mechanism 1) had the best TCOT. The combination of this mechanism with the optimized actuator (transmission and winding) resulted in a 50% improvement in TCOT compared to the base ATRIAS system. This is equivalent to a twice longer walking time with the same battery set.
Although we primarily investigated the design of a bipedal legged robot (using ATRIAS as a basis), the spring-mass template can be used for robots with different number of legs, including monopods, quadrupeds, and hexapods. Furthermore, both mechanism design and actuator selection were formulated as general problems and not specifically for the spring-mass template. This approach facilitates leg design based on other and more complex reduced-order models. For example, as suggested in [95] , a rotational spring at hip can potentially benefit efficiency and control. An interesting extension of the present work can be studying this reduced-order model (as well as others) and the optimal leg designs based on that template.
Note that engineering design of the leg is outside the scope of this paper. Realization of the guidelines, paradigms, and mechanisms discussed and developed in this paper as a final engineering product is by itself an interesting area with its own challenges. Such problems include material selection, packaging of the actuators, reduction of the leg mass, optimizing the electronic systems, etc. The interested reader can refer to works such as [96] and [97] for instance, as good examples of the state of the art in this field.
